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Good day all! 

 

We would like to present Masinga`s Dream for the Sundays River Valley.  Please read his 

letter below.  

 

But, firstly:  Masinga, we are very proud of you!! You are a wonderful example and we 

wish you all the best!  We will support you all the way!  Just go for it friend! 

 

So please, if you could assist in any way to fulfil Masinga`s Dream, it would be 

wonderful! 

 

Kind regards 

 

Ulrica and the Dream Team 

 

Melumzi Masinga Madlebe`s Dream 

My name is Masinga Madlebe and I live in Nomathamsanqa location, in Addo.  It is a rural area in the 

Sundays River Valley (SRV).  I am the chairman of the SRV local Football Association and chairman of 

Development and Youth Football Committee in SAFA, in the Cacadu Region. 

I would like to share my involvement in the community development projects, which I do on a voluntary 

basis.   

2009:  I organised thirty people from different communities of Nomathamsanqa to take part in `Stars in 

their Eyes Project` with the support of the Royal Netherlands Football Association (KNVB). 

2010:  
1. I organised a basic Football coaching course, `Project 2010` for youth leaders from local 

communities. 
2. I organised an under 13 Soccer Tournament with 16x primary schools form the Sundays River 

Valley – a great success!! 
3. I assisted the Calabash Trust in ploughing grass for rugby and soccer fields at the AV Bukani 

Lower Primary School. 
2011: 

1. I assisted in creating sports fields at the Vusumzi Higher Primary School. 
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2. I also participated in Umzingisi`s Foundations Youth Development, through a football 
curriculum, which aimed at changing attitudes and creating awareness with issues like gender 
equality, HIV and decision making. 

2012: 
1. I am involved in the Kirkwood Dream project.  My project is to upgrade the field in Moses 

Mabida Township. With the help of the children we cleaned the field and I built a gate.  Now I 
need to fix up the fence, fix and paint the changing rooms and lay pipes for the water system 
and plumbing.  Lastly we need to lay top soil and plant grass. 

2. I am also involved in a tournament at the Correctional Services in Kirkwood.  The theme is:  
`Bringing hope to the Offenders`. 

 

My Dream is for my soccer Academy to improve and get recognized as giving hope to the youth through 

soccer.  Melumzi Youth Soccer Academy (M.Y.S.A) is a school for youth in the local SRV community. 

In our world sport is a language spoken by all; it goes beyond our colour, our economic situation, our 

language or our intelligence.  It is a language we all understand. 

 My vision is to transform the youth by providing activities to help them, teaching them life skills 

through soccer. 

 Identifying the very talented youth and taking them to a higher level. 

 Giving them whole life coaching, where we include the importance of belonging, being 

encouraged and believing in yourself, and developing sound values.  I want to give them hope by 

teaching Biblical values and principals. 

 Giving them coaches who are good role models and will be key players in their lives. 

I organise tournaments, camps and clinics, community activities, street soccer tournaments, girls` soccer 

and school programs. 

My long term plan (24 months):   manage to put as much time and effort in branding this academy into 

visible outcomes and produce players that will be playing in PSL and abroad.  I can also contribute 

players to the National teams and, in doing so; put the Valley on the map and on a recognizable spot in 

football. 

Sadly, the higher one climbs the ladder of success, the higher the demands and running costs become, 

to maintain the high and competitive standards of this academy.  it is therefore important, that you, as a 

potential sponsor, need to be assured that the management is in capable and willing hands. 

My need for soccer equipment is great, to make these Dreams come true.  Your support would be 

wonderful and would be greatly appreciated. 

The equipment needed is:  

24x flat cones (to help train 2 teams) @ R6, 00 each  = R144, 00 

4x match balls @ R400, 00 each     = R1600, 00 
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28x bibs (enough for 2 teams) @ R50 each   = R1400, 00 

6x practise balls @ R250, 00 each    = R1500, 00 

14x pairs of boots (1 team + 3 reserves) @ R350, 00  = R4900, 00 

Some immediate needs: 

Registration of 22 players @ R30 each    = R660, 00 

Playing kit       = R4500, 00 

First Aid kit       = R399, 00 

Transportation per season     = R5500, 00 

 

I trust that you would be able to assist, in any way, in this wonderful cause and help make a difference in 

many lives.   

My email address:  madlebem@gmail.com and contact numbers:  083 6512374 and 0822223870. 

Best regards 

Masinga Madlebe 
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